
A STUDY ON BRAHMASOTRA 11.3.50: 
ABHASA!A EVA CA* 

Takahiro KATO 

0. Introduction 

One of the most important topics for the followers of the Vedanta is 
how the individual Soul (jlva) can be derived from the highest Self(= 
brahman) and how the very same Self can be identical with the 
highest Self in the ultimate sense. The Brahmasatra (hereafter BS) 
discusses this topic in the portion traditionally called "amsadhi
karafla,"1 where the author of the sutra explains brahman and jrva 
via the whole-part relationship.2 The amsadhikarafla begins with a 
satra that introduces the term "amsa." 

BS II.3.43: 3 

al!lSO niiniivyapadesiid anyathii ciipi diisakitaviiditvam adhzyata eke 
[The individual Soul is] a part [of brahman], on account of the statements 
of difference, and [because] also in a different way some recite [that 
brahman has] the nature of fishers, gamblers, and so on.4 

Principal commentators agree with the point that the term "amsa" 

* I wish to acknowledge my thanks to Prof. Dr. Walter Slaje for generously reading the draft of 
this paper and giving many useful comments. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant 
Number 24820008. 

1 The notion of "adhikara!Ja" does not appear in the BS itself. Saitkara also does not directly 
mention any name of particular a,dhikaral;la, but employs the word generally in the sense of "the 
topic of discussion" (cf. e.g. BSSbh, p. 52,9; p. 73,17; p. 89,4; p. 136,1 etc.). It may be a later 
invention of commentators and has been passed down in the tradition. Most editions have divisions 
by adhikara!Ja, but they are merely editorial. 
2 The same topic is discussed under BS 1.4.22, where the idea of Ka§alqtsna is introduced as an 
established view. According to Amalananda, the view of Kasalqtsna was regarded as the siddhanta 
and followed by Bhaskara. See Nakamura [1951: 9-12]. 
3 According to the Srrbh, this sutra is numbered 11.3.42 (Srrbh, p. 539.6-7). 
4 Translation based on Thibaut [1904a: 61] and Deussen [1887: 432], slightly modified by the 
present author. 
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indicates "an individual Soul (jr:va/;)."5 After showing the reasons 
why the individual Soul can be interpreted as a part of brahman in the 
following sutras (BS II.3.44-47), the author of the sutra discusses the 
human body in the form of which each individual Soul observes 
prescriptions of the Vedas. If every individual Soul has different 
experiences according to instructions or prohibitions of the Vedas, it 
accordingly follows that brahman, who is identical with each 
individual Soul, would also experience its results. One could 
theoretically imagine the case that brahman would perform an action 
as individual X and experience the result of the action as individual Y, 
which is namely mixing of actions and their results. This is not 
confusing, however, because the result of an action of X does not go 
beyond the body of X (BS II.3.48-49). Commentators on the BS share 
their understanding in principle regarding the argument in the 
arrzsadhikaraTJ,a, except for the reading and interpretation of the next 
sutra, namely, BS II.3.50. 

First, the sutra has two readings: abhasa eva ca and abhasa eva ca. 
The former has been read by Sankara and his followers, whereas the 
latter has been adopted by Bhaskara, Nimbarka, and Snkal)tha. 6 

These variants already existed at the time of Bhaskara, since Bhaskara 
reads the sutra with the plural form of the word "abhasa" while 
introducing the variant in the singular. Other commentators, such as 
Ramanuja, also report these two variants. The difference in the 
readings, according to sub-commentators, stems from commentators' 
interpretation of the concept "abhasa." It is, of course, very notable, 
as Thibaut and Nakamura have already pointed out,7 that there has 
already been a disagreement regarding the interpretation of the sutra 
at the time of Bhaskara, and the disagreement might have been caused 
by these variant readings of the sutra. 

5 SaiJkara: jrva rsvarasyamso bhavitum arhati (BSSbh: 2_97 .13). Bhaskara: tadamso jfvo 'sti 
(BSBhbh ad 1!.3.43). Ramanuja: jrvo 'yam brahmm;o 'msa (Srrbh, p. 542,1). Nimbarka: parama
tmano jfvo 'msa/:t (BSNbh, p. 235,16). 
6 Bapat compares the reading of commentaries and comments, "The sutra 'abhasa eva ca /' 
2.3.50 is read in some manuscripts [of the BS]. Similarly, SaiJkaracarya, Ramanujacarya, 
Vallabhacarya, Vijfianavik~u and Baladeva also read the sutra 'abhasa eva_ ca /'. On the other hand, 
the other manuscripts and the commentators like Nimbarkacarya and Srikal)tha read the sutra 
'abhasa eva ca'. Some manuscripts omit this sutra" (Bapat [2004: 1], Supplementary explanations 
in the square brackets are by the present author.). Here, Bapat does not report Bhaskara's reading 
of the sutra. It is likely that she did not consult it, since the reference in her article does not contain 
Bhaskara's commentary. Bhaskara's commentary however is above all very significant in the 
present discussion, because Bhaskara, as discussed in the body text, recognizes the two variants of 
the sutra and he himself adopts the "abhasa" reading. 
7 Thibaut [1904a: xcvii-xcviii] noticed these variants, compared the commentaries of Sailkara 
and Ramanuja, and concluded that Ramanuja's interpretation of the Sutra was not convincing. 
Nakamura [1951: 242-243] agrees with his conclusion. See Section 3.1, below, for further details. 
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In this paper, I would like to focus on their discussion concerning 
the number of "abhasa" and interpretation of the sfltra, which might 
accordingly give us a clue to understanding the divergence in opinions 
of V edantins regarding the relation between brahman and jr:va and to 
explain other points of difference originating with the reading of the 
satra. 

1. Smikara on BS II.3 .50 

1.1. Sailkara's emphasis on the monistic brahman 
Let us first read Sailkara's commentary on the sutra. Sailkara reads 
the satra with the word "abhasa" in the singular and understands the 
satra as follows: 

BSSbh ad 11.3.50:8 
iibhiisa eva ca (BS II.3.50.) 
iibhiisa eva cai!fa jrval:t parasyatmano jalasuryakadivat pratipattavya/:t 
And this individual Soul is to be considered as a mere reflection of the 
highest Self, like a reflection of the sun and other [sources of light] on the 
water.9 

Sailkara continues: 

BSSbh ad II.3 .50:10 

na sa eva stik$iit I napi vastvantaram I atas ca yatha naikasmifi jala
suryake kampamane jalasuryakantararrz kampate, evarrz naikasmifi jrve 
karmaphalasarrzbandhini jfvantarasya tatsarrzbandha/:t I evam apy avyati
kara eva karmaphalayo/:t I 
It is neither directly that (= the highest Self) nor a different thing. 
Therefore just as, when one reflection of the sun on the water trembles, 
another reflection of the sun on the water does not, so, when one 
individual Soul is connected with actions and results of actions, another 
self is not [on that account] connected with them. There is no mixing of 
actions and results _11 

The question is why each individual Soul is independent of every 

8 BSSbh, p. 302,12. 
9 Translation based on Thibaut [1904a: 68] and Deussen [1887: 439], slightly modified by the 
present author. 
10 BSSbh: 302.13-15. 
11 Translation based on Thibaut [1904a: 68] and Deussen [1887: 439-440], slightly modified by 
the present author. 
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other when it conducts actions and experiences their results. Here the 
relation between the highest Self and an individual Soul is compared 
to the relation between the sun and its reflection on the water. Sankara 
argues that each individual Soul does not have a reciprocal relation
ship with others, and therefore there is no mixing (avyatikara) among 
individual Souls in conducting actions and experiencing their results. 

Sankara's intention here is to emphasize the point that there is no 
other thing different from the highest Self. It seems contradictory, 
however, to argue that there is no other thing different from the 
highest Self and at the same time, an individual Soul is independent 
from the highest Self. One should ask then what is meant by the term 
"reflection." 

1.2. Sankara's use of the term "abhasa" 
In his BSSbh, Sankara uses the term "abhasa" in two different senses. 
First, it is used in the sense of "looking like," "pseud-," "fallacious," 
and so on.12 Second, the term "abhasa" is employed in the sense of 
"reflection," as we see in the sutra under discussion. This meaning 
can also be explained by the usage of the synonymous term 
pratibimba in the illustration of a reflection of the sun on the water: 

BSSbh ad II.3.46:13 
yatha codasaravadikampanat tadgate silryapratibimbe kampamane 'pi na 
tadvan saryaft kampate 
As the sun does not tremble, even though its reflected image in a jar, etc., 
filled with water likewise trembles.14 

BSSbh ad III.2.20:l5 
jalagataytZ hi silryapratibimbam jalavrddhau vardhate jalahrase hrasati 
jalacalane calati jalabhede bhidyata ity evaytZ jaladharmanuyayi bhavati 
na tu parmarthatal; silryasya tathatvam asti I 
The reflected image (pratibimba) of the sun on the water dilates when the 
water expands, it contracts when the water shrinks, it trembles when the 
water is agitated, it divides itself when it is divided. It thus takes on all the 
attributes [and conditions] of the water, while the sun in reality remains as 

12 , See examples such as yuktivakyc;tadabhasasamasrayah (BSSbh, p. 6,20), blJedahetvabhasas 
(BSSbh, p. 376,24), hetvabhasais (BSSbh, p. 435,24), tattadabhasavyudasena (BSSbh: 462.7). 
For the general usage of the term "abhasa" in this sense, cf. "hetvabhasa" in the Nyayasatra I.l.l. 
13 BSSbh, p. 299,24-25. 
14 Translation based on Thibaut [1904a: 64-5] and Deussen [1887: 436], slightly modified by 
the present author. 
15 ' BSSbh, p. 359,19-21. 
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it is [all the time] _16 

As is clearly shown in these common illustrations, Sankara conceives 
of an image-reflection relationship between the highest Self and the 
individual Soul and employs the terms "abhasa" and "pratibimba" 
synonymously as indicating the individual Soul.17 The individual 
Soul is "a mere reflection" and therefore is no real entity. 

BSSbh ad II.3.50: 18 
abhtisasya cavidyakrtatvat tadasrayasya sarrtstirasyavidyakrtatvopapattir 
iti I tadvyudasena ca paramarthikasya brahmatmabhavasyopadesopa
patti/:!1 
And as the reflection is the effect of nescience, the worldly being that is 
based on it (= the reflection) must also be the effect of nescience. And 
through the removal of it ( = nescience), there results the instruction that 
the [individual] Self is in reality identical with brahman ( = the highest 
Self).l9 

The reflection is made by nescience (avidya), and when it is removed, 
there remains the principle of advaita that is characterized by the 
identity of an individual Soul with the highest Self, namely, brahman. 
Under BS 11.3.43, where the author of the BS states that an individual 
Soul is a part (amsa) of the highest Self, Sankara reads "amsa iva" 
and interprets it to mean that the individual Soul is not a part for real 
but a part as it were. Such an interpretation is very typical for Sankara, 
who always emphasizes the monistic aspect of his ontology, arguing 
that the worldly being is "a mere reflection" or "a part as it were,"20 
which disappears in the ultimate reality. 

Mayeda studied the usage of the term abhasa in Sankara' s 
Upadesasahasrr and concluded that, "abhasa (reflection) of atman is 

16 Translation based on Thibaut [1904a: 159] and Deussen [1887: 526], slightly modified by the 
present author. 
17 Later commentators divided the relationship between the highest Self and the individual Soul 
into three types, after the key terms of whose ideas they are ca)led abhiisavada, pratibimbavada 
and avacchedaviida. It is clear from these illustrations that Sailkara has not established such 
categories (Cf. Shima [1987: 47]). 
18 ' BSSbh, p. 302,15-17. 
19 Translation based on Thibaut [1904a: 68-9] and Deussen [1887: 439-40], slightly modified 
by the present author. 
20 amsa iviimsa (BSSbh, p. 297 ,14). , 
Thibaut [1904a: xcvii-xcviii] compares the commentaries of Sailkara and Ramanuja: "We next 
have the important Sotra II, 3, 43 in which the soul is distinctly said to ~e a part (amsa) of 
Brahman, and which, as we have already noticed, can be made to fall in with Sailkara's view only 
if amsa is explained, altogether arbitrarily, by 'amsa iva,' while Ramanuja is able to take the Satra 
as it stands". 
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introduced on the basis of the concept of avidya (i.e., adhyaropm;a, 
adhyasa)."21 We reach a similar conclusion that the concept of reflec
tion, which is unique to Sankara, is based only on the assumption that 
the individual Soul is produced by nescience and appears as if a part 
of brahman. Likewise, Nakamura took up Gau<;lapada's use of the 
term "abhasa" in the Gautjapadakarika IV .26 and IV .45 and related 
them to the technical terminology of vijiianavada Buddhists.22 This 
fact suggests to us that V edantins such as Gau<;lapada and so on who 
are usually claimed to be the proponents of illusionistic monism 
followed the Buddhist use of the term "abhasa." In the same way, 
Sankara applied the Buddhist terminology to the term "abhasa" in the 
BS and interpreted it as "reflection." 

1.3. Against the view of the SaJ:p.khya and the Vai§e~ika 
Sankara criticizes then the view of the SaJ:p.khya and the V aise~ika 
that there are many and all-pervading Selfs. 

BSSbh ad II.3.50:23 
yesarrt tu bahava atmanas te ca sarve sarvagatas tesam evaisa vyatikara 
prapnoti I katham I bahavo vibhavas catmanas caitanyamatrasvarupa 
nirgw:za niratisayas ca I tadartharrt sadharm:zarrt pradhanarrt tan
nimittaisarrt bhogapavargasiddhir iti sarrtkhya/:z I sati bahutve vibhutve ca 
ghatakucjyadisamana dravyamatrasvarupa svato 'cetana atmanas ... iti 
kaJJada/:z I 
Only for those, on the other hand, who maintain that there are many Selfs 
and all of them are all-pervading, it follows that there must be mixing [of 
actions and their results]. In what way? According to the followers of the 
Sarpkhya, there exist many all-pervading Selfs, whose nature is pure 
consciousness, that are devoid of qualities and unsurpassed. For their 
purpose, there exists pradhana common [to all] through which they (=the 
Selfs) obtain enjoyment and liberation. According to the followers of 
Kal)ada there exist Selfs, but they are, despite being many and 
all-pervading like jars and walls etc., mere substances and insentient by 
themselves[ ... ].24 

If one accepts such a view, there would be mixing of actions and their 
results, since there is no distinction among Selfs. From the viewpoint 

21 Mayeda [1958: 175]. (Translated by the present author). 
22 Nakamura [1955: 437-8; 451-452]. 
23 BSSbh, p. 302,17-25. 
24 Translation based on Thibaut [1904a: 69] and Deussen [1887: 440], slightly modified by the 
present author. 
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that the highest Self(= brahman) is single (advaita), Sailkara cannot, 
of course, accept the plural atmans. 

Sailkara here criticized the followers of Sarp.khya and Vai§e~ika 
about the plurality of the Self (atman), but his discussion does not 
deal with a problem regarding the difference between the two readings, 
"abhasa(l;)" and "abhasa(l;)." There are several possibilities why 
Sailkara did not discuss this problem: he did not have such a variant 
reading, he knew the variant and distorted it intentionally, or he 
considered it not worth discussing. To investigate this further, let us 
next read the commentary of Bhaskara, who is well known as a critic 
of Sailkara. 

2. Bhaskara on BS /1.3.50 

Bhaskara, who may be assumed to have lived and worked a few 
decades later than Sailkara, reads BS II.3.50 with "abhasa(b)" in the 
plural and interprets the word "abhasa" in a different way. 

BSBhbh ad II.3 .50:25 

abhasa eva va (BS II.3.50.) 
ye:fi'il11 bahava atmanaf:z sarvagata§ ca te:jtlm eva vyatikara ztz 
dar§ayi:fyan samanyadu:jaf!am aha - adhyatmavidyabhasa26 veda
bahya dar§anabheda iti I sarve,Jtlm titmanarrz sarva§arzrasantatef:z sarva
vyavaharavyatikaraf:z prapnotzti I 
About to show that just for those who assume many and all-pervading 
Selfs there would be [the problem of] mixing [of actions and their 
results], [the author of the sutra] states a general refutation: their various 
views are fallacies of Self-knowledge which are not founded on the 
Vedas. There would be [otherwise] mixing of all activities, since all Selfs 
continue to exist in all bodies. 

The structure of the argument is the same as that which appeared in 
Sailkara's commentary. Bhaskara replies to those who have the idea 
that atmans are many and all-pervading. Bhaskara does not interpret 
the term "abhasa(b)" as "reflections" but as "fallacies" of views 

25 As for the edition of BSBhbh, an unpublished text edited by the present author is used. The 
text is therefore referred to by the number of the sLttra or the page number of BSBhbh( Dv) when 
needed. 
26 Dvivedin reads avidya abhasa for "adhyatmavidyabhasa." It is difficult to adopt his reading 
since none of our manuscripts support it. To construe the text with avidya in the plural, though 
otherwise sandhi would be broken, is also difficult. His manuscripts might have had missing 
syllables (dhya and tma in a-dhya-tma-vidyabhasa) with double sandhi (vidya-abhasa) applied. 
See BSBhbh(Dv), p. 142,24. 
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asserted presumably by followers of the Sarp.khya and the V aise~ika. 
Bhaskara also argues that if one accepts the view that tltmans are 
many, the problem of mixing would arise. Therefore, their views are 
fallacious. 

Bhaskara was aware of the variant reading "abhasa(/:t)" in the 
singular and introduces it as follows: 

BSBhbh ad 11.3.50: 
apare tv "iibhiisa eva" ity ekavacanantam siltram pa.thitvanyam artham 
van:tayanti - paramatmabhiiso jrvab pratibimbatma samsary avidya
parikalpita/:t I tasya parimitatvad "asantater (BS 11.3 .49)" "avyatikara 
(BS 11.3 .49)" iti I 
Others, however, read the satra in the singular, "iibhiisa eva," and 
explain its meaning in a different way: the individual Soul is a reflection 
of the highest Self, which is a reflected image in itself, transmigrating 
(samsarin) and conceptualized by nescience. Since it(= the reflection) is 
limited in size, [the previous siltra says] "because it has no continuity, 
there is no mixing." 

Here, Bhaskara refers to the variant most probably commented by 
Sailkara27 and his commentary on the sutra. The individual Soul is, 
according to Sailkara's monistic principle, just "a reflected image in 
itself (pratibimbtttmti)." In the framework of Bhaskara's bhedabheda 
cosmology, however, it is not necessary to assume "a reflection" of 
the highest Self, because Bhaskara refutes the existence of "nescience 
(avidya)" and criticizes the notion of an illusory world that is 
produced by nescience.28 

BSBhbh ad II.3.50: 
tad ayuktam abhasasyavastutvabhyupagamat I avastunaf:t §a§avi$tiT:ta
kalpasyacetanasya kuto bandho mok$0 va karmadhikaro va I na ca 
paramatmana/:t samsaritvam astrty uktam purastat I ato ntir$a/:t patha iti I 
It (= the above stated interpretation) is not correct, because it is accepted 
that a reflection is not a real entity. How can an unreal entity like a hom of 
the hare which lacks consciousness have bondage or liberation, or be 
qualified for ritual activities? Moreover it has been stated earlier that the 
highest Self is not involved in samsara. Therefore this reading is not 
authentic. 

27 Bh~skara himself states that he is going to criticize the points where previous commentators, 
such as Sankara, deviated from the traditional interpretation. Cf. Kato [2008: 63-4]. 
28 See Kato [2012: 64-66]. 
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The reading of the sutra with "abhasa(/:l)" in the singular and the 
interpretation based on the reading is reasonable to Sankara, who 
argues, as seen above,29 that the individual Soul is a mere reflection 
produced by nescience and has no real entity. It is not acceptable, 
however, to Bhaskara, who maintains that the individual Soul is not a 
mere reflection but a real entity. It is a real part of brahman, as the 
sutra explains, and it performs an action and experiences its result. 
From Bhaskara's viewpoint, Sankara's reading and interpretation of 
the sutra is not authentic (arsa), whereas Sankara must have claimed 
that his interpretation was authentic. Such a divergence in opinion 
regarding the wording of the sutra "abhasa/a(/:l)" originates in the 
difference of the ontological position of Sankara and Bhaskara.30 

As to the term "abhasa," Bhaskara uses it three times in the 
compound hetvabhasa31 and once in the compound yuktyabhasa,32 
all in the sense of "fallacies," and he himself does not use it in the 
sense of "reflection." As a matter of fact, Bhaskara criticizes the 
concept of "reflection" and negates the assumption that the individual 
Soul is a reflection of the highest Self: 

BSBhbh ad IV.3.13: 
nanu ca saytlsarr jrvo nama paramatmabhasa/:t I tasya paricchinnatvad 
gatir upapadyate I 
atrocyate - ko 'yam abhaso nama I kiiJl vastubhato 'thavastubhata iti I 
yadi tavad avastubhatas tada tasya svargapavargayor adhikarabhava/:t 
sasavi.$aflavat I atha vastubhata/:t sarvagatas cety abhava/:t I 
(Opponent:) However, the individual Soul is transmigrating and a 
reflection of the highest Self. Going [to the moon33] is possible for the 
individual Soul, because he is limited. 
(Bhaskara:) To this we reply. What is this reflection? Is this a real entity or 
unreal? If it is unreal, first of all, then it would have no qualification for 
heaven or liberation like the horn of a hare. Being real and all-pervading 
[at the same time]- that does not exist. 

Bhaskara repeats a similar argument to that used for the refutation of 

29 See Section 1.2. 
30 Cf. Kato [2012: 66-68]. 
31 BSBhbh(Dv),pp. 9,13; 27,20; 110,11. 
32 BSBhbh(Dv), p. 145,27. Dvivedin reads "yuktya savilasita." Van Buitenen amended it to 
"yuktyabhasavilasita" in BSBhbh(vB). One of our manuscripts also supports vB's reading, so we 
adopt the reading "yuktyabhasavilasita." 

33 The term "gati" is explained under BS II.3.19 with reference to the passage "candramasam 
eva te sarve gacchanti (to the moon they all go)" in KauU, I.2. 
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Sankara's interpretation of BS 11.3.50. Here Bhaskara employs the 
term "abhasa" in the sense of "reflection" only in reply to the 
opponent, probably Sankara, who uses the term in that meaning. 
Sallkara insists, by way of introducing a rather strange use of the term 
"abhasa," that the transmigrating being that has no real entity is 
entitled to reach heaven or attain liberation. Bhaskara refutes this 
assumption by way of showing a praswiga that negates Sankara's 
illusionistic concept of "reflection." 

As far as we could judge from the above-examined uses of the 
word "abhasa" in their commentaries on the BS, Sankara's inter
pretation of the term "abhasa" as "a reflection" seems rather unnatural. 
It may mean that Sankara intentionally changed the traditional reading, 
which paved the way for an interpretation of the sutra as intended by 
him. Before we conclude this, however, we should consider further 
evidences from other commentaries on the BS. 

3. Ramanuja and Nimbarka on BS II.3 .50 

3.1. Ramanuja's interpretation 
Ramanuja's Srrbha~ya is the third oldest of the extant commentaries 
on the BS. He is known for his criticism of advaita and bhedabheda 
from the visi~tadvaita point of view .34 Here is Ramanuja's inter
pretation of the satra: 

Sribh adii.3 .49:35 
iibhiisa eva ca (BS 11.3.49.) 
akhm:ujaikarasaprakasamatrasvarupasya svarupatirodhanapurvakopa
dhibhedopapadanahetur iibhiisa eva I prakasaikasvarupasya prakasa
tirodhtinalJ'l prakasanasa eveti prag evopapaditam I 
The argumentation by which it is sought to prove that [that being] whose 
nature is nothing but undivided and unchangeable consciousness is 
differentiated by limiting adjuncts which presuppose concealing [that] 
essential nature, is a mere apparent (fallacious) one. For, as [we have] 
shown before, concealment of the light of that which is identical with 
light means destruction of [that] light.36 

Ramanuja reads the satra with the term "abhasa(/:t)" in the singular 

34 Cf. Dasgupta [1940: 165]; Srinivasachari [1934: 207-18]. 
35 Sr!bh, p. 545,6-9. 
36 Thibaut [l904b: 565] (Boldfaced by the present author). 
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and interprets it as "fallacious." His interpretation of the term 
"abhasa" is the same as that of Bhaskara. The difference between 
Bhaskara and Ramanuja lies in whose argument they regard as 
"fallacious." Bhaskara regards the view of the Sarpkhya and the 
Vaise~ika as fallacious, whereas Ramanuja criticizes the view that the 
differentiation of individual Souls from the highest Self is due to the 
limiting adjuncts that conceal the true nature of brahman. This view, 
according to the editor of Sribh, belongs to those who assert that 
brahman, which is nothing but light, is concealed by nescience 
(avidya).37 Judging from the content of this assertion, this view 
belongs most probably to Sankara. This means that Ramanuja 
considers Sankara's argument to be fallacious, which is quite different 
from the interpretation of Bhaskara. 

In contrast to Bhaskara, who records the variant "abhasa(l;)" in 
the singular, Ramanuja employs the variant "abhasa(l;)" in the plural. 

Srrbh ad II.3.49:38 

"iibhiisii eva" iti va patha/:l I tatha sati hetava iibhiisii/J I 
An alternative reading of the satra is "iibhiisii(/:t)" (in the plural). That 
being so, [the meaning would be that the various] reasons [set forth by 
adherents of that doctrine] are fallacious. 

It appears that Ramanuja attached little weight to the point whether 
the sutra reads "abhasa(l;)" or "abhasa(l;)." In both cases, according 
to Ramanuja, the term "abhasa" means "fallacious." 

Thibaut noticed these two variants reported in Sribh and compared 
them with the commentary of Sankara. He concluded, "I confess that 
Ramanuja's interpretation of the sutra (which however is accepted by 
several other commentators also) does not appear to me particularly 
convincing." 39 Nakamura, who compared the commentaries of 
Sankara, Bhaskara and Ramanuja, was also negative about the 
interpretation of Bhaskara and Ramanuja and commented: "It is by all 
means impossible to construe it as 'hetvabhasa,' as Ramanuja and 
Bhaskara did."40 Ramanuja's interpretation is in fact difficult to 

3? kirrz cavidyaya prakasaikasvaruparrz brahma tirohitam iti vadata svarupanasa evokta/:1 syiit 
(Srrbh, p. 85,4-5). 
38 ' -Srzbh, p. 545,9-10. 
39 Thibaut [ 1904a: xcviii]. 
40 Nakamura [1951: 242] (Translated by the present author). Nakamura states that Bhaskara and 
Ramanuja interpreted the word in the sense of "hetviibhiisa" but it may cause the 
misunderstanding that they used the technical idea of "hetviibhasa" of the Naiyayika. Here, 
Bhaskara and Ramanuja intended that the ideas (vidya/:1) or the argumentation (hetu/hetava/:1) 
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understand. Ramanuja interprets the satra to be criticizing the doctrine 
of Sankara.41 However, the author of the satra is here against the 
view of the Sarpkhya and the Vaise:?ika, with which Sankara, 
Bhaskara and Nimbarka42 agree. In this respect, Ramanuja's inter
pretation is disagreeable. In another respect, however, the conclusion 
of Thibaut and Nakamura that Ramanuja's interpretation is "not 
convincing" and "impossible to construe" is disagreeable. If we 
carefully examine the usage of the term "abhasa" in other places in 
the oldest three commentaries on the BS, Ramanuja's interpretation, 
"fallacious," is quite normal. By contrast, Sankara's interpretation, 
"reflection," is very exceptional. In order to show that Sallkara's 
interpretation is limited to a narrow context, we will examine the 
interpretations of other commentators. 

3.2. Nimbarka's interpretation 
Nimbarka, 43 whose ontological idea is often called svabhavika
bhedabheda, shares Bhaskara' s view concerning the concept of 
bhedabheda.44 As far as their ontological point of view is concerned, 
both agree with the point that brahman has two aspects, namely, 
bheda (difference or diversity) and abheda (non-difference or unity), 
and they are both real.45 As to the interpretation of the satra under 
discussion, Nimbarka reads "abhasa(l;)" in the plural and gives a very 
short commentary as follows: 

BSNbh ad II.3 .50:46 
pare:>lif!l kapiladznam vyatikaraprasmigat sarvagatatmavadas cabhiisa 
eva I 
The arguments of others such as Kapila and so on that the self is 
all-pervading are nothing but fallacies, because the problem of mixing [of 
actions and their results] would follow from that. 

employed by the opponents are "fallacious (abhasa)."' 

41 This assumption is chronologically impossible. It is of course possible that other proponents 
who preceded the BS asserted the doctrine that brahman is differentiated by limiting adjuncts, but 
it is not very realistic. 
42 See section 3.2, below. 
43 For the date of Nimbarka, Bose [ 1943: 14-17] places Nimbarka after Madhva. Dasgupta 
[1940: 399-400] also discusses the possibility ofNimbarka's being even later than Vallabha. 
44 Srinivasachari [1934: 155] refers to Kokilesvara Sastri: "According to Kokilesvara Sastri, the 
system of Nimbarka is probably based on the tradition of Au<;lulomi formulated by Bhaskara". This 
argument has much to do with our present discussion and is also very interesting, but unfortunately 
I have not yet been able to access the source, because Srinivasachari did not give any 
bibliographical information. 
45 Bose [1943: 252]. 
46 According to the BSNbh, this siitra is numbered II.3.49 (BSNbh, p. 239,3). 
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Nimbarka' s reading and interpretation of the satra with the word 
"abhasa(l;)" in the plural are the same as those of Bhaskara. Nimbarka 
identifies the opponents as Kapila, etc., as Bhaskara did. It was 
unnecessary also for Nimbarka to suppose "a reflection" of the highest 
Self as Sankara did, because the bheda aspect of brahman is also real. 

Nimbarka's commentary would serve as evidence supporting the 
view that "abhasa(b)" in the plural is an authentic reading of the satra, 
but it is very strange that he does not refer to the variant, "abhasa(b)," 
even though he must have known the variant from previous 
commentaries. 47 Since his immediate disciple Srinivasa, 48 in his 
sub-commentary Vedantakaustubha on the BSNbh, does not refer to 
"abhasa(b)" in the singular, 49 it is possible that Nimarka and 
Srinivasa accepted Bhaskara's reading and interpretation of the satra 
as an established view and felt no need to inquire into the problem of 
two variant readings. In any case, we are very short of studies on 
Nimbarka, so this point should be carefully examined in the future in 
a more systematic manner. 

4. Evaluation of later commentators 

In the above sections, we have examined the commentaries of Sankara, 
Bhaskara, Ramanuja, and Nimbarka. Through this examination, the 
point in question became clearer. That point concerns why it was 
Sankara alone among major commentators who gave his unique 
interpretation of the term "abhasa." Most likely, this question is 
closely connected to the fact that Sankara did not pick up the problem 
of the variant readings "abhasa(l;)" and "abhasa(b)" under BS 11.3.50. 
Did Sankara distort the satra and read abhasa(b) for abhasa(l;)? Or, 
chronologically speaking, did Bhaskara fabricate the variant 
abhasa(b) and Nimbarka and his follower adopt Bhaskara's reading? 
We will go further into this matter with the help of sub-commentaries 
on the BSSbh. 

47 Dasgupta [1940: 400] states, "Nimbarka's bha~ya in many places shows that it was modeled 
upon the style of approach adopted by Ramanuja". If it is true, Nimbarka must have known the 
variant reported by Ramanuja. 
48 Cf. Bose [1943: 66-7]. 
49 See VK, p. 239,6-8. 
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4.1. Vacaspatimisra's Bhamatr 
The Bhamatr of Vacaspati (A.D. 950-100050) is the oldest sub
commentary regarding BS 11.3.50 under discussion, since another old 
sub-commentary, the Paficapadika of Padmapada records commen
taries only up to BSSbh 1.1.4. Although Bhamatr is the oldest source 
we can consult for the interpretation of the present sutra, Vacaspati 
does not report the variants or make any comment on this matter. 

Since Vacaspati is known for his critique of Bhaskara,51 Vacaspati 
must have known the variant reported in BSBhbh. Amalananda, the 
author of the Vedantakalpataru, is well known for a critic of Bhaskara 
but does not report any variant of BS 11.3.50. Of course we can note 
that Amalananda did not deal with the portion not dealt with by 
Vacaspati, but this fact is not very easy to accept. The problem of the 
reading "abhasa(l;)" and "abhasa(l;)" may not have been a contro
versial point for the followers such as Vacaspati and Amalananda, or 
perhaps, they neglected the point in order to enhance the legitimacy of 
Sankara's reading. 

4.2. Anubhutisvarilpa's Prakatarthavivarm;a 
While Vacaspati did not provide a commentary on BS 11.3.50, 
Anubhutisvarilpa,52 the author of the Praka.tarthavivarm;a, digested a 
discussion between Sankara and Bhaskara. He identified the reading 
"abhasa(l;)" as one read by Bhaskara. 

PA V ad BSSbh II.3 .50:53 

yad adye satre jrvasyarrz§atvam asatritarrz 54 tadavacchedabhiprayeJJa 
[ .. .]55 ity uktvadhuna "iibhiisa eva ca" ity evakararrz prayufijana/:t 
"raparrzraparrz pratirapo babhava (KathU, V.9-10.)" ityadisrutisiddharrz 
pratibimbapak:farrz svarahasyarrz satrayam asa bhagavan satrakaraf:t I 
tad vyakhyati - "iibhiisa eva" ityadina I 
The venerable author of the satra, in the opening satra [of this 
adhikara7Ja56], brought forth the idea that the individual Soul is a part [of 
brahman], with the intention of distinguishing [the individual Soul from 
brahman], having stated [ ... ] , he now, by way of using the word "eva" in 

50 Cf. Acharya [2006: xviii-xxviii]. 
51 Cf. Nakamura [1950: 88-98]. 
52 For the date of Anubhutisvarapa, we follow Revathy's dating "during the first half of 13th 
century A.D." (Revathy [1990: 4]). 
53 PAV,p.659,10-14. 
54 I follow the conjecture of the editor. 
55 I assume a lacuna here. 
56 BSII.3.43. 
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"iibhiisa eva ca," has put in the form of a sutra his own doctrinal secret, 
"reflection theory" established by Upani~adic statements such as "he 
assumed each and every form." [Sankara] explains it by "iibhiisa eva" 
and so on. 

PAVad BSSbh II.3.50:57 
atra bhaskaraf:t "iibhasii eva ca" iti sutrarrt pathitva (sic.) advaitavada 
abhasa eva ceti vyakhyaya pratibimbapak:jarrt du:jayarrt babhava "prati
bimbasyavastutvabhyupagamat" iti I 
With reference to this, Bhaskara, having recited the surra as "abhasa eva 
ca" and having explained that the views of Advaita are entirely 
fallacious, refuted the reflection theory as follows: "because it is 
accepted that a reflection is not a real entity." 

According to the summary of Anubhutisvarupa, Sankara, following 
the intention of the author of the sutra, read "abhasa(/:z)" in the 
singular and explained his idea of reflection. By contrast, Bhaskara 
read "abhasa eva ca" and criticized the monistic view of reflection, 
stating, "pratibimbasyavastutvabhyupagamat ." Bhaskara indeed read 
"abhasasyavastutvabhyupagamat," but it does not make a big 
difference, because the terms "abhasa" and "pratibimba" have no 
distinction in the present context, as we have already seen in 
Sankara's use of the terms.58 The point of their controversy is clearly 
shown by Anubhutisvarupa, with the exception of one statement. 
Anubhutisparupa misunderstood that Bhaskara considered the views 
of Advaita to be fallacious (abhasa), possibly influenced by the 
commentary of Ramanuja. 59 Bhaskara did not relate the term 
"abhasa(l:z)" to his critique of Sankara, but of the followers of the 
Sarpkhya and the Vaise~ika. 60 According to this interpretation, 
therefore, the author of the sutra excluded the views of the Sarpkhya 
and the V aise~ika. 

We cannot get a clue as to the authenticity of the two readings 
"abhasa(/:z)" and "abhasa(l:z)" from the statement ofthe PAV, but, we 
can ascertain that the problem derives from the difference of 
interpretation between Sankara and Bhaskara and has been long 
discussed in Vedanta traditions. 

57 PAV,p. 659,24-27. 
58 Cf. Section 1.2. 
59 See Section 3 .1. 

60 See Section 2. 
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5. Another Variant 

We have discussed above the problem of BS 11.3.50 mainly focusing 
on two variant readings, namely "abhasa(/:l)" and "abhasa(/:l)." As a 
matter of fact, however, there is another variant of BS 11.3.50, 
according to Bhasara. BSBhbh(Dv) reads va for ca in the siUra. This 
unique reading, which is found only in Bhaskara's commentary and 
not attested by any other commentaries or sub-commentaries, is 
agreed with by most of our BSBhbh manuscripts. 

Although Sarikara did not provide a note on the term "ca" in BS 
11.3.50, his interpretation of the word "ca" would be clear, because we 
can read the siUra in connection to the opening siltra of this 
aytZsadhikaraJJa, namely, BS 11.3.43. 

11.3.43: "af!Zso niiniivyapadesiid anyathii cllpi diisakitaviiditvam adhzyata 
eke." 

II.3.50: "iibhiisa eva ca" 

According to Sarikara's interpretation, the individual Soul is "a part 
(af!lsa)" of the highest Self, "and also (ca)'' it is nothing but "a 
reflection (iibhiisa)" of the highest Self. 

If we accept Sarikara's assumption that the individual Soul is a 
reflection of brahman, this interpretation would be no problem. If, on 
the other hand, we follow the interpretation of other commentators, 
there is no need to connect two sfltras in such a way. As a matter of 
fact, it is a bit fanciful to bridge these two sittras, because the topic of 
the discussion changes slightly after 11.3.47 _61 

Nakamura, following Bhaskara' s commentary, adopted the 
reading of va for ca. Nakamura did not mention any particular reason 
why he adopted "va," but as far as we can infer from his translation of 
the satra, he understood thatthe word "va" stresses the sentence.62 

The PA V, by contrast, reports that Bhaskara reads "abhasa eva 
ca,"63 which is external evidence supporting the "ca" reading. The 
point of discussion in the P A V, however, is whether the word 
"abhasa" should be in the singular or the plural, and the author and 
the editor of the P A V might not have paid full attention to this point. 

61 Cf.Nakamura[1951:238-41]. 
62 Nothing but abhasa, indeed (abhasa eva va). "Jn::. abhasa (=:. fl;/Pft to '"f" (Nakamura [1951: 241]. 
Translated by the present author). 
63 See Section 4.2. 
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Since the word "va" has many meanings and is sometimes even 
exchangeable for ca, we should not rush to a conclusion. Nevertheless, 
we stress that most of our BSBhbh manuscripts agree with the "va" 
reading, which may well have to be investigated more carefully m 
comparison with other commentaries and their manuscripts. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

As seen above, the difference between "abhasa(l;)" and "abhasa(l;)" 
is not just a matter of difference in two readings of the text, but also a 
question that bears on the fundamental difference of ontological 
viewpoints of Vedantins: Sankara, who stresses the non-difference 
(advaia or abheda) aspect of his ontological viewpoint, reads 
"abhasa(l;)" in the singular and interprets it to mean "a reflection," 
and Bhaskara and Nimbarka, who are negative about the idea that 
worldly beings are illusory, adopt "abhasa(l;)" in the plural and 
understand the sutra in a different way. 

As to the question about whose interpretation is authentic, we 
have no convincing conclusion so far, although we are able to divide 
these commentators and sub-commentators into two groups according 
to their preference for readings and interpretations, which can be 
summarized as follows: 

Sankara-Advaita-Vedanta 

Commentator Reading of the siltra (meaning) Variant Reading (meaning) 

Sankara abhilsa/:1 (a reflection) -

Vacaspatimisra abhasaf:t (a reflection) -

Anubhutisvarilpa abhilsal:t (a reflection) abhasaf:t (fallacious) 

Amalananda abhilsaf:t (a reflection) -

Non-Sarlkara-Vedanta 

Commentator Reading of the siltra (meaning) Variant Reading (meaning) 

Bhaskar a abhilsaf:t (fallacious) abhilsaf:t (a reflection) 

Ramanuja abhasal:t (fallacious) abhasaf:t (fallacious) 

Nimbarka abhasal:t (fallacious) -

As far as the use of the term "abhasa" in the commentaries is 
concerned, the interpretation of Sankara and his followers that the 
term means "a reflection" seems somewhat unusual. Since the 
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reflection theory is based on Sankara's assumption that the individual 
Soul is produced by nescience, the interpretation of Sankara and his 
followers is simply extraordinary. Moreover, when we take into 
account the fact that Sankara's interpretation of the term "abhasa" is 
influenced by Buddhist terminology, the interpretation and reading of 
Sankara and his followers cannot be regarded as an authentic one. 
Finally, to sum up our discussions above, we may conclude that 
Sankara did not follow the traditional way of interpretation but gave a 
unique interpretation. To be precise, he changed the traditional 
reading "abhasa(/:t)" in the plural into the singular "abhasa(/:t)," in 
order to interpret BS II.3.50 in connection with II.3.43, in the 
framework of his newly introduced concept of illusionistic monism. 
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